SPECIALISTS IN
REJUVENATION

Check out the new protocol
for skin regeneration
and get new skin
without surgery

SKIN AGEING
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is a complex phenomenon caused by a variety of factors. The Baldan
Group has devised a bespoke strategy to comprehensively tackle
skin ageing.

MAIN ENEMIES
IN THIS ETERNAL FIGHT FOR YOUTH:

1 As the years pass, the skin ages and gets thinner, apart from the

stratum corneum, the outermost layer of the skin, which becomes
the main layer. As a result, the skin becomes opaque and greyish in
colour. It also becomes dry and peels.
At this point, the stratum corneum becomes a barrier which prevents
substances usually used to fight ageing from penetrating.

2 The erosion of skin tissue, particularly on the face, leads to the
formation of wrinkles of varying depth and length.

3 As a result of oxidation, the production of collagen, elastin and

hyaluronic acid is reduced. This affects the tone and elasticity of
the skin, meaning the outline of the face loses its definition and skin
tissue appears saggy and empty. This is also accompanied by a loss of
colour uniformity, with dark and light patches appearing.
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TRILIFT IS THE RIGHT STRATEGY
to provide a comprehensive response to these three problems.
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The Trilift programme features three different technologies, each with a specific
function designed to be effective on its own and especially in collaboration with
the others.

AN UNBEATABLE TEAM FOR YOUR FACIAL WELLBEING.
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HYDRALIFT
TO REMOVE EXCESS STRATUM
CORNEUM AND REJUVENATE YOUR
SKIN: HYDRALIFT
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Is an innovative technology which
combines the extraordinary cleansing
power of water peeling with sequential
acids and microdermoabrasion.
With different strengths available, peeling
is suitable for all skin types:
Water peeling, very gentle, for ultra-delicate skin;
Medium peeling, using water enriched with salicylic
and mandelic acid, for regular skin;
Strong peeling, with the power of powdered
diamond and hyaluronic acid, for skin featuring
discolouration, scars, deep wrinkles or stretch marks.
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AN ULTRA-EFFECTIVE SYSTEM
that raises the standard of any facial treatment, making the active ingredients
even more effective.
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DEEP CLEANSE
YOUR FACE
thanks to water peeling

REMOVE
DEAD CELLS
for effective exfoliation

REBALANCE SEBUM AND
ELIMINATE BLACKHEADS
with vacuum power

DEEP HYDRATE
YOUR SKIN
using the handheld infuser

RESTRUCTURE
THE TISSUE
using transdermic
vehiculation

MICRODERMOABRASION
WITH DIAMOND-PLATED HEAD
works on thickened skin, acne scarring,
deep wrinkles and stretch marks.

HANDPIECES

A new hydrodermabrasion method bringing together cleansing, hydration and
rejuvenation in one technology.

SUCTION/INFUSION
DEVICE
Thanks to water peeling
enhanced with sequential
acids, this device allows
deep facial cleansing and
long-lasting hydration.

MESOPORATION
DEVICE
Through the transdermic
vehiculation of the active
ingredients, this device
makes any treatment super
effective, restructuring the
skin from beneath.

DEVICE WITH
DIAMOND GRANULES
The power of the diamond
granules makes it possible
to exfoliate and rejuvenate
any type of skin, even the
most hardened skin or skin
with deep wrinkles, acne or
stretch marks.

THREE DIFFERENT HEADS, THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ABRASION POWER
FOR A SURPRISINGLY EFFECTIVE EXTRA-EXFOLIATING EFFECT.

10 DIAMETER

20 DIAMETER

30 DIAMETER

for small scars, fine
lines, periocular and
nasolabial areas,
small discolouration/
staining

for medium to large
skin staining and
discolouration,
deep wrinkles and
grooves, blemishes
and blackheads

for acne, stretch
marks, scarring,
knees, elbows and
areas of thickened
skin
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PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTS
Get stunning results from your first session thanks to exfoliation
treatments using special heads featuring diamond micro-granules
and the simultaneous application and vehiculation of multi-functional
serums which - thanks to the effect of the infusing handpiece - deeply
penetrate the skin. This deep rejuvenation treatment is completed by
the oxyplus mask: a regenerative “bath” which uses thousands of active
oxygen bubbles to give the skin a perfect, healthy glow.
PRODUCT

FORMAT

CODE

USE

MANDELIC ACID

30 ML BOTTLE

MAC05/S1

PROFESSIONAL

SALICYLIC ACID

30 ML BOTTLE

MAC05/S2

PROFESSIONAL

HYALURONIC ACID

30 ML BOTTLE

MAC05/S3

PROFESSIONAL

OXYPLUS MASK WITH
ACTIVE
OXYGEN

100 ML AIRLESS
BOTTLE

DERM000116

PROFESSIONAL
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PRODUCTS FOR
HOME USE

All the power of cosmeuticals in a capsule. Dermakléb SkinCaps
are made of very pure active ingredients and functional substances
which, by taking advantage of modern dermocosmetic technology,
preserve the integrity of the cosmetic in a capsule until its use.
Dermakléb SkinCaps are split into daily doses and stored in a
special dispenser for 28 “ready to use” treatments.

PRODUCT

FORMAT

CODE

USE

DERMAKLÉB
DOUBLE-EFFECT
SKINCAPS

DISPENSER WITH 28
0.6 ML CAPSULES

DERM000117

HOME-BASED

DERMAKLÉB
EYE-LIFT SKINCAPS

DISPENSER WITH 28
0.31 ML CAPSULES

DERM000118

HOME-BASED

DOUBLE-EFFECT
SKINCAPS MINIKIT

BLISTER X 2 SKIN
CAPS

DERM000119

HOME-BASED

EYE-LIFT SKINCAPS
MINIKIT

BLISTER X 2 SKIN
CAPS

DERM000120

HOME-BASED

SILVER
MASK
(WITH COLLOIDAL
SILVER AND VITAMIN
C) STABILISED

POT + BRUSH

DERM000115

HOME-BASED
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BALDAN GROUP INTRODUCES
MICRO-TECHNOLOGY IN THE
WORLD OF AESTHETICS
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SMALL
SIZE

HUGE
POTENTIAL

GREAT
RESULTS

BUT, MOST IMPORTANTLY,

LOW
COST

HIGH
PROFITS

1983

2019
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6.988.254 lire
€ 3.500

€ 250

FILLER LIFT
FOR TARGETED ACTION TO FILL
GRADE ONE AND TWO WRINKLES:
FILLER LIFT
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The only monopolar radio frequency
vibrating technology with a device
that ensures the deep penetration of
special B Fills, a concentrate of active
molecules which bring about intense
skin rejuvenation, particularly on both
shallow and deep wrinkles.
The combination of monopolar radio frequency and
the vibrating massage of the device means that the
essence of the B Fills is absorbed by the skin.
This facilitates the penetration of the active
molecules which fill the wrinkles (filler effect) and
promote the production of new collagen.
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B Fills come in multi-dose vials which
make it possible to take the desired
quantity of product and insert this into
the Filler Lift device using any syringe with
needle. Once the desired quantity has
been taken, the lid closes automatically,
ensuring that hygiene is maintained and
the product is stored correctly.

B FILL DMAE AND HYALURONIC ACID
Capable of filling wrinkles, slowing the formation
of wrinkles and deeply hydrating the tissue. When
applied to wrinkles all over the face, including
around the eyes, you will immediately notice the
wrinkles appearing fuller.

B FILL VITAMINS WITH VITAMIN C,
B1, B2, B6, A ALCOL, E
Improves
all-round
skin
metabolism.
Recommended as a preventative treatment for
young skin and for regenerative purposes for
older skin.
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B FILL VITAMIN C 20%
With strong anti-oxidant and protective effects, it
fights wrinkles and skin staining. Recommended
for use alongside B Fill Dmae and Hyaluronic acid
for very aged skin.

B FILL WHITE ARBUTIN
Features a cocktail of lightening substances,
including arbutin, which even out the colour and
increase brightness.

*THE AESTHETIC PRACTITIONER MAY MIX TWO OR MORE B FILLS TOGETHER TO CREATE A BESPOKE
TREATMENT FOR EACH SKIN TYPE.

PLASMA LIFT
A NEW ENERGY RESOURCE TO LIFT
AND REGENERATE FACIAL SKIN:
PLASMA LIFT
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Designed to have an immediate toning
effect on skin tissue, redefining the
outline of the face, lifting the oval shape
and filing out areas that have taken on
an empty appearance due to ageing.
Also effective in terms of lifting the
eyelids and plumping up the lips.
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PLASMA IS THE FOURTH STATE OF MATTER AFTER SOLID, LIQUID AND GAS
When the device is held close to the skin, an electrical arc similar to a lightning bolt is created: this large quantity
of local energy results in the evaporation of the stratum corneum.
At the same time, this energy heats the skin (without shocks), triggering the contraction and immediate
reorganisation of the collagen as well as stimulation the production of new collagen.
Plasma Lift also has an electro-stimulation function which works on the muscles on the face to complete the
lifting and electroporation effect, enabling the lifting cosmetics to penetrate deeply.

SIX SKIN FUNCTIONS IN
ONE DEVICE
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PLASMA FUSION
- Penetration of stratum corneum.
- Reduced wrinkles
- Improved skin texture

PROBE HEATING
- Conserves collagen
- Stimulates metabolism and blood
circulation

FACIAL PHOTO
- Simultaneous LED functioning
- Stimulates blood circulation and antiageing action

SMART BOOSTING
- Quicker cosmetic absorption
- First third-generation electroporation
technology in the world

VIBRATION
- Relaxes skin muscles
- Stimulates blood circulation

MICROCURRENT
- Lifting
- Promotion of cellular regeneration

4. INTRODUZIONE AL PRODOTTO
3. Lifting mediante microcorrente

3. Lifting mediante microcorrente

MICROCURRENT LIFTING
This phase promotes skin lifting and the regeneration of
elements associated with skin elasticity by applying deeper
electrical stimulation than previous methods. Thanks
to ingredients linked to collagen and elastin, the ageing
process begins to slow down. At this point, the ingredients
introduced into the skin are stimulated by the energy of
the microcurrent. This promotes cellular regeneration and
skin lifting.
4. INTRODUZIONE
AL PRODOTTO
4. INTRODUZIONE
AL PRODOTTO
2. Penetrazione
in profondità
dei principi
attiviattivi
mediante
elettroporazione
di 3°digenerazione
2. Penetrazione
in profondità
dei principi
mediante
elettroporazione
3° generazione

DEEP PENETRATION OF ACTIVE INGREDIENTS THROUGH THIRD-GENERATION ELECTROPORATION

È una fase che stimola il sollevamento cutaneo e favorisce la rigenerazione degli elementi legati
all’elasticità
dellache
pellestimola
applicando
uno stimolocutaneo
elettrico einferiore
rispetto
ai metodi precedenti.
È una fase
il sollevamento
favorisce
la rigenerazione
degli elemen
a ingredienti
correlati
collagene euno
all’elastina,
il processo
di invecchiamento
inizia aprec
della
pelle alapplicando
stimolo elettrico
inferiore
rispetto ai metodi
first phase isGrazieall’elasticità
rallentare.
A questo
punto, gli
ingredienti
immessi nella
pelle vengono
stimolati dall’energia
della
Grazie
a
ingredienti
correlati
al
collagene
e
all’elastina,
il
processo
di
invecchiamento
to encouragemicrocorrente: questo favorisce la rigenerazione cellulare e il sollevamento della pelle.
rallentare. A questo punto, gli ingredienti immessi nella pelle vengono stimolati dall’energ

Using third-generation electroporation, the
followed by an additional phase designed
the absorption of the active ingredients in the cosmetic. microcorrente: questo favorisce la rigenerazione cellulare e il sollevamento della21
pelle.
Third-generation electroporation primarily increases
the permeability of the cellular membrane, as well as
transferring the active ingredients of the cosmetic to the
4. INTRODUZIONE
AL PRODOTTO
4. INTRODUZIONE
AL PRODOTTO
stratum corneum to promote absorption.
FUSION
PLASMAT™
FUSION
PLASMAT™

È una soluzione
unica brevettata
per la per
curaladella
composta
da treda
fasi.
È una soluzione
unica brevettata
cura pelle
della epelle
e composta
tre fasi.
1. Formazione
di micro-canali
nello stato
1. Formazione
di micro-canali
nello corneo
stato corneo

FORMATION OF MICRO-CHANNELS IN THE STRATUM CORNEUM USING PLASMA LIFT
Grazie all’elettroporazione di 3° generazione, si mantiene il passaggio formato nella prima fase e
Grazie all’elettroporazione di 3° generazione, si mantiene il passaggio formato nella prima fase e 9
si assicura un passaggio aggiuntivo per favorire l’assorbimento dei principi attivi del cosmetico.
si
assicura
un passaggio aggiuntivo per favorire l’assorbimento dei principi attivi del cosmetico.
www.baldangroup.com
V. 08 2019
L’elettroporazione di 3° generazione aumenta principalmente la permeabilità della membrana
L’elettroporazione di 3° generazione aumenta principalmente la permeabilità della membrana
micro-channels are formed deep in thecellulare
cellulare e, in secondo luogo, trasferisce i principi attivi del cosmetico lungo lo strato corneo per
e, in secondo luogo, trasferisce i principi attivi del cosmetico lungo lo strato corneo per
favorirne l’assorbimento.
ensuring a direct application withoutwww.baldangroup.com
favorirne l’assorbimento.

Plasma Lift energy
stratum corneum,
evident skin damage, so that the cosmetic ingredients are
effectively absorbed into the skin. It also stimulates the
external surface of the skin through the heat of Plasma Lift,
promoting skin regeneration and the lifting effect.

I micro-canali
di energia
di Fusion
Plasma
si formano
corneo.
Si formano
I micro-canali
di energia
di Fusion
Plasma
si formano
nello nello
stratostrato
corneo.
Si formano
solo solo
in in

PROTOCOLS
WORK OUTLINE, PRELIMINARY PHASE 30/40 YEARS
SIX WEEKLY SESSIONS

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

HOME PRODUCTS

Peeling phase
2 HYDRALIFT

MANDELIC ACID
SALICYLIC ACID
GLYCOLIC ACID
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK

ANTIOXIDANT SERUM
VIT. C AND VIT.E

Lifting and modelling phase
1 PLASMA LIFT
Wrinkle filling stage
3 FILLER LIFT

B FILL DMAE AND HYALURONIC
ACID
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK
B FILL VIT. C 20%
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK

SKIN CAPS DOUBLE EFFECT
EYE-LIFT SKIN CAPS
MOISTURISING CREAM

WORK OUTLINE, RESTORATIVE PHASE 40/50 YEARS
EIGHT WEEKLY
SESSIONS
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Peeling phase
2 HYDRALIFT
Lifting and modelling phase
3 PLASMA LIFT
Wrinkle filling stage
3 FILLER LIFT

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

HOME PRODUCTS

MANDELIC ACID
SALICYLIC ACID
GLYCOLIC ACID
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK

ANTIOXIDANT SERUM
VIT. C AND VIT.E PLUS

B FILL DMAE AND HYALURONIC
ACID
B FILL VIT. C 20%
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK
B FILL WHITE
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK

SKIN CAPS DOUBLE EFFECT
EYE-LIFT SKIN CAPS
ATTIVISSIMO RUGHE IRIDIUM
NOURISHING CREAM
FILLER-EFFECT CREAM
SILVER MASK

WORK OUTLINE, RESTRUCTURING/RETARDANT PHASE OVER 50 YEARS
12 SESSIONS, TWO OR THREE TIMES
PER WEEK

Peeling phase
4 HYDRALIFT
Lifting and modelling phase
4 PLASMA LIFT
Wrinkle filling stage
4 FILLER LIFT

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

HOME PRODUCTS

MANDELIC ACID
SALICYLIC ACID
GLYCOLIC ACID
HYALURONIC ACID
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK

ANTIOXIDANT SERUM
VIT. C AND VIT.E PLUS

B FILL DMAE AND HYALURONIC
ACID
B FILL VIT. C 20%
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK
B FILL VIT. C, B1, B2, B6, VIT.A, VIT. E
B FILL WHITE
DERMAKLEB OXYPLUS MASK

SKIN CAPS DOUBLE EFFECT
EYE-LIFT SKIN CAPS
TOTAL LIFTING VIBRATING ROLLON
REJUVENATING CREAM
FILLER-EFFECT CREAM
SILVER MASK
HYALUROGEN FILLER IRIDIUM

THE RESULTS
BE F O R E

A F TE R

BE F ORE

AF TE R
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AFTER JUST ONE SESSION
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